This paper analyzes the link between Kamakura Risk Information Services (KRIS) data on megabank default probabilities and credit spreads. It develops an "eye-ball" test for the extent of individual-bank "zombieness" whose grade turns on how weakly a bank's credit spread responds to movements in KRIS default probabilities calculated over different horizons. The intuition underlying the test is that the more decapitalized a bank is allowed to become, the more creditors must be relying on someone other than stockholders to absorb the firm's risk of default. The tests show that the recovery of European megabanks from the 2008-09 crisis has been incomplete. Creditors of Europe's giant banks still seem to be relying on implicit guarantees. In particular, credit spreads on the bonds of these banks appear to be relatively insensitive to the level of the issuer's longer-term probabilities of default. Coupled with the high pairwise correlation that KRIS default probabilities show between major US and European banks, this finding suggests that creditors do not expect the EU's bail-in requirements to play much of a role in resolving megabank insolvencies during the next crisis.
Most contemporary economic research squeezes a block of data through a statistical model and goes on to weave numerical estimates of the model's coefficients into a qualitative narrative of what it all means. But in some categories of policy research, the narrative becomes both the alpha and the omega of the inferential process.
For example, US and European central bankers have been determined to portray the Great Financial Crisis as a failure of interbank funding markets and to take credit in the press both for having cured this breakdown by providing massive amounts of liquidity assistance and for erasing the possibility of future megabank bailouts by installing forward-looking programs of structural reform (Yellen, 2017; Adrian and Narain, 2017; Jones, 2017) . Figure 1 shows that a large portion of the cross-border assistance that European banks received came from the US Federal Reserve System. This paper argues that the Fed's so-called "liquidity assistance" can be more accurately described not as a series of successful loans, but as a series of poorly structured equity investments. This is because, whenever the value of a banking firm's stockholder-contributed equity plunges toward zero, credible outside guarantees turn into loss-absorbing equity positions (Kane, 2016a) . The paper argues further that the precedent set by the overwhelming size of the crisis-induced cross-border assistance the Fed supplied during the GFC has repurposed the US Federal Reserve System as the world's megabank guarantor of last resort. Finally, the paper hypothesizes that, by using Fed assistance to fund poorly performing and underwater assets at zombie megabanks without doing much of anything to cure their insolvencies, national authorities in Europe are proceeding along the first few ruts in the socially destructive path that industry-captured US officials blazed in the 1980s
Savings and Loan (S&L) mess (Kane, 1989) and that Japanese authorities followed in dealing with their long-lasting banking crisis in the '90s (Kane, 2003) . In the long run, these policies reduced the significance of the industries whose member firms they were intended to help.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I defines zombie banks and explains how the explicit and implicit government guarantees they enjoy become part of a zombie's equity funding structure. Section II develops a model-based "eye-ball test" that can be used to indicate when -instead of stockholders -outside guarantors seem to be carrying the bulk of the default risk that a bank's balance sheet ordinarily passes through to its creditors. Section III applies this test to illustrate the temporary zombieness of two US mega-institutions during the [2008] [2009] crisis. Section IV uses the same framework to show that, while US megabanks have become solvent enough to be trading now more or less on their own credit, a number of European megabanks have not. Section V introduces evidence showing that the stand-alone default probabilities of megabanks around the world are so highly correlated that bail-in protocols that promise to take taxpayers completely off the hook for megabank crises are not credible. Section VI shows that these protocols were extensively circumvented in two recent European crises.
Section VII concludes the paper by explaining how it might make sense to focus prudential supervision less on strengthening corporate balance sheets and more on modifying the risktaking incentives of individual bankers.
I.
Zombie Banks and the Zombieness They Spread
In George Romero movies and in Living Dead TV programs, a zombie is a corpse that, because its rotting body has been reanimated by a plague of some kind, is able to keep moving.
Far from lying still, these undead creatures wander around singly or in herds seeking opportunities to feed on the flesh of ordinary humans. Once a zombie bites into a living person's flesh, that person soon becomes a zombie, too.
A zombie bank is a financial enterprise whose stockholder-contributed net worth is deeply negative (i.e., it is so economically insolvent that it faces the likely prospect of a fatal creditor run), but can continue to roll over and even expand its debts because the repayment of these debts is believed to be supported explicitly and/or implicitly by a plague of credible government guarantees.
The credibility of a particular government's guarantees depends on what one may call its perceived capacity to pass the carrying costs of the guarantees to taxpayers. If and when a government's ability to support its guarantees loses credibility (as in Cyprus in 2012), creditors and counterparties of every kind seek to withdraw (or at least to collateralize) the funding they have been providing in hopes of minimizing the loss they might suffer if and when the institution's economic insolvency is finally resolved. Kane (1989) shows that the deeper a zombie bank's insolvency becomes, the more socially irresponsible its managers' incentives become. Because the small margins associated with the prudent positive present-value loans needed to promote and sustain macroeconomic health offer little chance of returning their firm to economic solvency, the managers are attracted instead to negative present-value deals that -like Hail-Mary passes in American football--offer at least a small chance of a very large payoff. Zombie-bank efforts to raise funds for solvencyrestoring gambles for resurrection spread zombieness by bidding up the interest rates that healthy competing institutions have to pay on their liabilities to levels in excess of the yields that can be earned on prudent loans and investments.
The resulting reallocation of funding harms the real economy in two ways. First, it denies credit to numerous solid positive present-value projects that the zombies' healthy competitors would otherwise have been able to finance. Second, sustaining a horde of zombies created a need to hold back government resources that could have gone into a Keynesian fiscal stimulus program to assure its ability to make good on its implicit guarantees if creditors were to initiate a run on the system. Accounting for Zombieness. Although implicit and explicit government guarantees can keep a zombie in play indefinitely, the balance sheets that zombies publish fail to show how guarantees accomplish this. Figure 2 shows a publishable accounting balance sheet for a hypothetical $500 billion European zombie bank. Its net worth appears to be a positive $40 billion because its managers have used various accounting loopholes or outright mis-statements to hide $100 billion in losses and outside auditors and government examiners have either not discovered or been ordered not to challenge the methods the firm has used to bury evidence of its actual or impending losses.
On the other hand, by construction, the firm's full-information economic balance sheet has a $60 billion hole in it. Because we are dealing with a zombie, we know that one or more government guarantors must be on the hook for this shortfall. Moreover, as long as the zombie's insolvency remains unresolved, stockholders' positions are worth something, because stockholders have a realizable lottery-like claim against the bank's long-shot loans and investments. These claims may return the bank to solvency if enough of these endgame gambles actually pay off.
Far from feeling a duty to protect taxpayers, in some jurisdictions, managers of zombie banks may feel that corporate law requires them to formulate business plans that exploit taxpayers further by steadily maximizing stockholders' increasingly slim chances of the bank's returning to solvency on its own. Figure 3 assumes that stockholders' residual claim is worth $1 billion, so that taxpayers' equity position in this firm is worth -$61 billion. Assuming the zombie's managers continue to act in the interest of their stockholders, the odds are that taxpayers' position will deteriorate further and further, the longer the megabank is allowed to operate in a zombie condition.
The Economics of Guaranteeing Zombies. While correct as far as it goes, the balance sheet in Figure 3 fails to clarify that the value of a rational guarantee contract actually has two distinct pieces: (1) a put option that benefits creditors by allowing losses in excess of stockholder net worth to be assigned to the guarantor, and (2) a stop-loss call option that allows the guarantor to take over the assets of the guaranteed party if and when threshold for transferring losses to the guarantor begins to be approached. For the hypothetical zombie bank depicted in Table 3 , exercising the stop-loss call option would transfer $1 billion from stockholders to taxpayers.
A megabank can only become deeply insolvent if the guarantor fails to exercise its call on the firm's franchise in timely fashion. In ordinary times, such forbearance may seem attractive to government officials for at least two reasons. First, the macroeconomic and reputational costs of publicizing and resolving the insolvency of a major bank may seem enormous compared to the likelihood that top regulators can complete their term in office without the public ever understanding that they have been secretly subsidizing one or more insolvent institutions. This may explain why in the US big banks want to preserve the so-called Dodd-Frank orderly-liquidation authority against doctrinaire Republican efforts to abandon it (Newmyer, 2017) . Formally known as the orderly liquidation authority, the provision in question enables the FDIC to take control of a failing institution, thereby keeping the resolution process out of the bankruptcy courts. Second, the value of post-government employment opportunities and speaking fees promise to be higher if even a few of the zombie firms miraculously recover or if top regulators manage to pass the problem on to their successor without incident. Of course, a crisis so intensifies the bureaucratic and personal payoffs for forbearance that letting megabank insolvencies run has become the go-to strategy of modern crisis management. Still, the S&L and Japanese experience should have taught regulators everywhere that it is a mistake to let a horde or zombie institutions survive indefinitely.
II. Measuring Zombieness
The simplest models of the default risk that passes through to a bank's creditors and guarantors begin by assuming risk-neutrality and no transactions costs. Assuming further that the bank's debt contracts carry no other priced features (such as call options or conversion rights), the credit-default spread (CDS) -i.e., the difference in the yield on a particular issue of bank debt over the yield on a matched-maturity Treasury security--should equal the product of the bank's stand-alone probability of default (PD) and the loss a representative holder would expect to suffer given that the bank actually defaults (LGD). This model is conventionally expressed as:
where PD and LGD are treated as exogenous variables. Taking logs of both sides transforms (1) into:
log CDS = log PD + log LGD.
Equation (2) tells us that, to a reasonable approximation, changes in unbiased estimates of DP should pass more or less one-for-one into the credit spreads of firms that enjoy no outside guarantees. But because we lack time-series data on LGD, we cannot test this proposition directly. The best we can do is to treat LGD at each date t as if it were a "missing variable" in the following variable-coefficient bivariate regression model:
log CDS t = a t + b t log PD t + u t (t=1, 2, … T k ) .
Estimates of a t capture the mean contributions of log LGD and other omitted variables over an arbitrary sample period of length T k, and u t is an error term.
Fortunately for our purposes, movements in log LGD are very likely to be positively correlated with movements in log PD. This means that, in sample periods during which bank creditors are not looking heavily to outside guarantors for support, the estimated slope coefficient b t would be biased upward. This implies that observed movements in a strongly capitalized megabank's credit spread ought to respond sharply to movements in its PD. On the other hand, the deeper a bank falls into distress, the more completely a megabank's creditors begin to rely for repayment on the cross-country safety net of potential third-party guarantors rather than on the earning power of the firm's assets. The stronger and more-credible this reliance, the less surges in a zombie's PD can influence credit spreads on its debt. PDs observed for at least some horizons would run well above the bond spreads observed on at least some of the debt zombie banks issue. This is because once a bank is perceived to be operating in a zombie condition, all or most of any increase in its default risk is expected to be shouldered -at least temporarily--by national and cross-border guarantors.
The The model of default probability used to generate the probabilities is the Kamakura Risk Information Services version 6.0 Jarrow-Chava reduced-form default-probability model (abbreviated on the KRIS site as KDP-jc6). The model uses a sophisticated combination of financial ratios, stock price history, and macro-economic factors.
The version 6.0 model was estimated over the period from 1990 to 2014, and thus includes insights conveyed by the Great Financial Crisis. Kamakura default probabilities are based on 2.2 million observations and more than 2,700 defaults. A term structure of default over different horizons is constructed by using a related series of econometric relationships estimated on this database. KRIS covers 38,000 firms in 68 countries, with the data updated daily.
Sections III and IV of the paper track the behavior of KDP and CDS at a few individual megabanks. Our goal is to infer when (if ever) b t is closer to zero than to one. Model (3) implies that the less fully a bank's credit spread responds to surges in its KDP at any time, the more confidently the bank's creditors are relying for repayment on governmental safety-net guarantees.
III. Measuring the Extent of a Firm's Zombieness
The principal beneficiaries of a bailout are a firm's creditors. In setting out equation (3), we explained that how a distressed firm's credit spread responds to surges in its KDP should depend on how fully its creditors feel they need to rely for repayment on one or more elements of the global financial safety net. The next few figures use graphs to illustrate credit-spread behavior in and out of crisis: for GE (as a baseline) and for a few representative US and European megabanks.
To make sense of these graphs, readers have to understand KRIS's system of coding the information that it graphs:
• Blue dots plot the credit spread, based on actual trades and calculated using matched-maturity Treasury. This is different from the convention that uses the nearest shorter US Treasury on-the-run yield.
• Light Blue lines show the volume of trading in the selected bond.
• Orange lines: 1 year Kamakura Risk Information Services reduced-form default probability (KDP), version 6.0.
• Green lines: 10 year KDP (unless otherwise noted) KRIS reduced-form defaultprobability, version 6.0.
Because finance is only a small part of GE operations, the credit spread (the blue dots) on the GE bond illustrated moves sharply with surges in its 1-year KDP (orange line) and stays high even after its 1-year KDP bottoms out. Its credit spread recedes slowly, presumably as its business problems lessen over the post-crisis era. As the bond nears maturity, surges in the 5-year KDP become less and less relevant.
Figures 6 and 7 plot the same information for two US megabanks that were purported to be especially weak at the outset of the GFC. The graphs show that implicit and explicit safetynet protection dampened the response of these megabank's credit spreads to surges in the bank's one-year and 10-year probabilities of default. The extent to which 2008-2012 spreads did respond suggests that bondholders were far less than perfectly confident that safety-net support would be complete. However, when KDPs surged briefly in 2016, both bonds had become very short and confidence that the net would protect the bondholders appears almost absolute. Tables 1 and 2 suggest it is a zombie now. Figure   9 shows that in mid-2008, even before the GFC began, the bank's one-year KDP surged through the credit spread on its frequently-traded 9-year bond and surged again even more strongly in 2009. Bond markets' consistent failure to price the longer-run credit risk in securities issued by these and other European megabanks is a form of Pigouvian market failure in which the social cost of bonds that megabanks issue exceeds their private cost. At the same time, it is an indication of these same markets' informational efficiency, in that they are pricing the continued likelihood that, for the world's megabanks, the deferential norms of financial regulation will sufficiently over-ride the EU's bail-in requirements to keep LGD in any actual resolution very close to zero. These graphs indicate to me that, despite worldwide efforts to strengthen bank capital positions and EU efforts to force bail-in, bondholders remain confident that they will be rescued if another crisis hits within the decade. The next section argues that EU regulators' tough talk about bail-ins softens in practice because it is not yet backed up by the supervisory culture, skillsets, and tax-collecting capacity needed to recapitalize the region's zombie megabanks.
V. How Megabankers Dictate Resolution Policy
The first level of the global safety net supporting European megabanks consists of nation- Around the world, megabankers have learned that in and out of crises the pressure they can exert politically on this support network conveys to them an ability to hold the world's macroeconomy hostage to extract subsidies from taxpayers. Megabank cultures support this ability by claiming the right to overstate a bank's strength to forestall customer runs and hiding behind this cover to pursue profit-making opportunities that aggressively risk the solvency of their firm so that stock markets can shift substantial amounts of tail risk through the safety net to unwary taxpayer guarantors.
Given the Fed's post-crisis support for European zombies and their governments (signaled through currency swaps and, perhaps less deliberately, through interest paid on foreign-bank deposits by the Fed 2 ), individual-country regulators can afford both to give insolvent megabanks an undeserved benefit of the doubt and to expand their national safety nets to give their particular zombies additional credit support (Demirgüç-Kunt, Laeven, and Kane, 2015) . Instead of trying to benchmark and resolve megabank zombies, signaling the existence of implicit safety-net guarantees and minimizing creditor haircuts at banks that have to be resolved seems -for both political and career reasons-the safer path to follow.
The root problem is that, no matter how much supervisory and resolution authority expands, the unspoken cultural norms (les non-dits) that govern the exercise of this authority remain much the same. Kane (2016) identifies these norms as:
1. A central-bank commitment to protecting and expanding agency and clientele turf 2. Industry-centered norms of client service, protection, and partial acceptance of blame when crises occur.
3. Loss-concealment norms (e.g., efforts to disguise their tolerance for the overvaluation of poorly performing loans at distressed banks);
4. Mercy and benefit-of-the-doubt norms that delay the recognition and resolution of client insolvencies;
Norms of individual career management:
a. Blame-avoidance norms (rocking the boat or challenging higher-ups is seen as career suicide);
b. An understanding that is okay to nurture one's post-government employment and speaking opportunities.
These norms lead to what I call the "culture-driven megabank-bailout hypothesis." This model portrays crises as repeated games of chicken whose play is rooted in: (1) the durability of top-manager incentives to pursue tails risks at megabanks; (2) the durability of concealment and deferential benefit-of-the-doubt norms at regulators and central banks; and (3) the high correlation of stand-alone default probabilities across major banks in US and EU. The high correlations illustrated in Table 3 undermine the plausibility of the EU's formal commitment to bailing in creditors at zombie megabanks. They tell us that, when a megabank anywhere is in distress, the others are more apt to need help than to be able to assist a bank's home-country regulator to distribute safety-net loss exposures fairly.
Role of the Revolving Door. Figure 19 shows that the salaries paid to top US officials in the government and private sectors have diverged steadily over the last 70 years. Cross-country competition for executives makes it likely that salaries have evolved similarly in other countries, too. This has increasingly incentivized top government officials to use the "revolving door"
between private and government employment to narrow the gap in lifetime income that government service creates by seeking out post-government earnings in the financial sector. Group. In the fall, he is scheduled to speak at the SALT hedge fund conference in Singapore.
Morgan Stanley was reportedly (according to the NYT again) negotiating to have him speak at a dinner on the sidelines of the conference.
At the staff level, the poaching of (say) a top derivatives expert such as Til Schuermann, by Oliver Wyman simultaneously weakens the Fed's supervisory regime, while the expertise he brings with him can help Wyman's clients weave their way through loopholes in the ECB's stress tests, in this case due to deep knowledge acquired in 2014 by leading efforts to construct the Asset Quality Review.
VI. Recent Examples of Culture-Driven Megabank Bailouts
Although advertised in 2012 as a way to integrate banking and regulatory systems across the Eurozone, the European Banking Union has had the opposite effect. The heart of the problem is that the pattern of integration is incomplete. Its governance structure fragments authority over critical functions of the national and regional safety nets (Giacche, 2017).
Member governments have ceded a considerable amount of bank supervisory and closure authority to Brussels, but the deposit-guarantee, insolvency-resolution, and payout authority and some non-senior creditors were wiped out, the BP resolution is, at best, a bungled runinduced bailout accompanied by a highly selective partial bail-in. The key point is that, while stock and bond prices were collapsing, savvy creditors were granted time to exit, collateralize, or swap out their positions as the government burned through almost $4 billion in taxpayerfinanced "Emergency Liquidity Assistance" in the bank's last few days. Popular's assets and the positions of depositors and senior creditors were assumed, for a symbolic fee of one euro, by a deliberately regulator-enhanced and monopoly-strengthened zombie, Santander Bank.
The resolution strategy Spain followed in this case has been followed before. It closely resembles how in the 1980s the now-defunct Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) squandered taxpayer resources by repeatedly merging insolvent S&Ls into larger zombie institutions to postpone the need to book the full costs of resolving the insolvency of either partner. In FSLIC's deals, strengthening the market's perception of the acquirers' implicit guarantees was understood to be a primary goal.
Kevin Dowd (2015) argues that the true purpose of stress testing individual banks is to give citizens false comfort. Figure 21 shows that giving the bank a phony pass on its Spring, 2017 stress tests supported the price of Banco Popular's contingent convertible bonds for only a few weeks. The credibility of its stress-test results was thrown into question by the release of competing measures of the bank's risk exposure by NYU and the IMF, which showed serious shortages of capital at this and several other EU banks that had received passing grades.
In any case, Figure 22 shows that creditors and stockholders were slow to understand that the bank's losses might exceed what the EU would allow the Spanish government to absorb.
The decision to close the bank suggests that Popular had concealed massive losses for some time in the accounting data that the EU stress tests had used.
The closure decision was formally triggered by the EU's Single Resolution Board (SRB), which declared the bank to be "failing or likely to fail." This declaration started a bail-in process in which shareholders, Coco investors, and perhaps some classes of bondholders would be wiped out and credit-default swaps written on BP would pay out as well. But it also started a parallel process of legal challenges by would-be loss bearers (Hale, 2017) . Lawsuits filed by bondholder and shareholder groups seek to invalidate the closure or to win damages on various procedural grounds. Ironically, these suits have held up payouts on credit default swaps because of the need to subtract from the payouts a defensible estimate of the value to be assigned to the possibility that bondholders' might prevail in these suits (Smith, 2017) .
Although no explicit injection of taxpayer funds took place that does not means taxpayers got off scot-free. Santander could not have taken on the portfolio of toxic loans that brought Popular to ruin without prior due diligence unless the deal included a substitute for the diligence they did not have time to perform. For the deal to make sense ex ante, Santander had to receive assurances of contingent loss absorption from appropriate officials in the form of tacit guarantees and long-lived options to put a high portion of whatever turn out to be uncollectable assets back to the Spanish government in some way.
The true cost of any rescue is slow to reveal itself. Officials' confidence in the length of this lag is the key to understanding why the world's central bankers think it is cheaper for them to let Deutsche fester indefinitely as a zombie. As we saw with Popular, whenever regulators initiate a bank closure, they face a spate of lawsuits from parties who feel aggrieved by the deal.
The potential messiness of having to defend in open court decisions that were made under urgent deadlines imposed by scary creditor runs helps to explain regulators' preference for offering extended forbearances and (when closure can't be avoided) minimal haircuts in the resolution of giant banks.
The Unacknowledged Bailout of Deutsche Bank in 2016. The culture of Deutsche Bank in recent years has been described as more American (i.e., daring) than the Americans and more Swiss (i.e., avaricious) than the Swiss. Read properly, this aphorism expresses my claim that megabanking has deteriorated into a protection racket. Megabankers know that many of the risks they take in boom years are reckless, but they take them anyway. When the risks materialize, they demand that taxpayers rescue them or else, usually in nontransparent ways that can be made to reflect well on career-minded regulators when the economy picks up again.
Everyone understands that a firm's stock price will go up if some of its debts receive an underpriced explicit or implicit guarantee. In my opinion, the dramatic reversal of DBK's stockprice decline in September 2016 is hard (if not impossible) to explain without supposing that DBK's major creditors and counterparties received one or more kinds of tacit assurance from one or more governments.
In accepting an outside guarantee, we have seen that a bank enters two contracts:
1. A put option that allows losses beyond its shareholder equity to become the responsibility of the guarantor for DBK unbooked losses.
2. A call option on its assets that allows the guarantor to stop losses and take over the upside of the firm at a specified level of near-insolvency.
Too-Big-to-Fail banks, such as Deutsche, exploit regulators' mercy and client-protection motives to forestall the exercise of the call. When they fall into distress, managers and regulators cooperate in mischaracterizing the bank's problems as merely a shortage of liquidity.
Authorities' demonstrated propensity to avoid exercising the call inherent in megabank depositinsurance contracts transfers more and more value into these banks' stock price as their tail risk increases. By definition, too big to fail means that investors are confident that the call will be negated at TBTF banks, so that even when the economy is booming, the aggressive pursuit of tail risk transfers value from taxpayers through the put to stockholders and (through stock-based incentive contracts) to managers of TBTF banks. In the end, the DOJ reduced its fine to $7.2 billion and eased the terms under which it would be collected. DBK launched a $8.6 billion rights issue that shored up its net worth and diluted existing stockholders, and Donald Trump (one of DBK's major credits according to McLannahan, et al., 2017) was elected President of the US. The half-true statements featured in the passage we just dissected illustrate how easy it is for banks and governments to use slippery denials and nontransparent transfers of loss exposures to forestall creditor runs that threaten the failure of this or any other world-class bank. In this instance, the alleged denial made use of four major tools for distorting information:
• Incomplete framing of issues and actions at stake [acting as if Angela Merkel was the only outside party that could help]
• Diversion [weaving a narrative of half-truths that takes considerable effort to unravel]
• Deflection [putting critics off-balance by employing an anti-bailout rhetoric]
• Floatation of trial balloons [offering multiple lines of half-truths to see which lines best survive critical scrutiny]. Figure 23 contrasts the high level of the one-year KDP for Deutsche during the last few years with the low level of the median one-year KDP at US banks. Combining this information with the insensitivity of credit spreads to 10-year KDP's at this and other European megabanks indicates that the virtual endlessness of opportunities for regulatory arbitrage makes it dangerous for taxpayers to rely entirely on regulation and supervision to control risk taking at megabanks.
VII. Conclusion: The Limited Usefulness of the Postcrisis Reforms Adopted in Europe
The renewed downward trend in DBK's stock price shown in Figure 22 reinforces this point.
Postcrisis reforms in regulation and supervision may have reduced default risk at smaller US banks, but bondholders are telling us that they expect managers of DBK and other European megabanks to minimize the intended long-run effects of these measures. Kane (2016b) points out that UK regulators have begun to develop a complementary third category of controls, consisting of a heightened and easier-to-prosecute ladder of penalties for individual bankers who can be shown to be responsible for breaches in regulation that contribute to the failure of their bank. Surge in Orange preceded GFC. Credit spread moved much less than surges in other lines. Evidence of TBTF.
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